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VAT Relief Information

What is VAT Exemption / Relief?
Government legislation states that VAT exemption allows chronically sick or disabled people to buy eligible 
items at 0% VAT thus saving them money.

Displayed Prices
All prices exclude VAT unless indicated.

Who is eligible for VAT relief? 
To be eligible for VAT relief the government says you have to fit the following criteria:  

Charities who simply provide their charity number.

A person is ‘chronically sick or disabled’ if he/she is a person:

• with a physical or mental impairment which has a long-term and substantial adverse effect upon his/her 
ability to carry out everyday activities

• with a condition which the medical profession treats as a chronic sickness, such as diabetes
• who is terminally ill

Important: It does NOT include a frail elderly person who is otherwise able-bodied or any person who is 
only temporarily disabled or incapacitated, such as with a broken limb.

All details and pricing are correct at time of going to press.

What proof do you need to provide?
In order to waive VAT on your purchase, the government requires a simple declaration to be made as to 
the nature of your disability at the time of ordering. No proof of your disability needs be shown to any 
person at any time.

It’s very easy to claim VAT relief, all we need to know is the name and address of the person the item is for 
and what their chronic sickness or disability is. We don’t need a doctor’s letter or certificate.

Who Decides?
The Government of the day decide which items are or are not exempt. We have no choice in the matter. 
We don’t make any more or less money if we charge you VAT as all VAT is submitted to the Government.

If you do not make a VAT exemption declaration, or you are not eligible for VAT relief, we are obliged to 
charge you the full VAT at the current rate on the whole of your order.

Not all of our products are eligible for VAT relief, so we are obliged to charge VAT for those products even 
after you complete the declaration.

Customer Services
If you have any queries please call us on 01200 444254.

Showroom Opening: Monday to Friday 9am – 5pm, Saturday 9am – 3pm

 

You may also write or email at the address below:

Affordable Mobility
40 York Street
Clitheroe
BB7 2DL
Email: info@affordablemobility.co.uk
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*2 year guarantee for new stairlifts, 1 year guarantee for reconditioned. Ask for details.

Affordable Mobility are proud to be an authorised independent Stannah Stairlift Supplier and 
have been offering a wide selection of Stannah stairlift styles for over 20 years.

Stannah is a name which has come to be associated with the highest quality in their stairlift 
products.

We aim to reflect these standards to give you a fast, efficient, friendly service with courteous 
factory trained engineers from people who understand your needs. A lot of our stairlift custom is 
from people who we have been recommended to by existing stairlift customers.

Call us and our friendly “knowledgeable” staff will endeavour to assist you in your choice of 
stairlift, whether it be the new stylish Starla, Siena or Sadler seat style.

Super Fast Installation of
Stannah Stairlifts
• FREE Survey • NEW & Reconditioned
• FREE Advice • 2 YEAR Warranty*
• Straight & Curved • Service and Repair

Visit our dedicated stairlift website www.stairlifts2u.co.uk

Siena Starla

from
£995



Affordable Mobility are one the first in the UK to be awarded the 
prestigious Stannah Certificate of Excellence. This is a scheme 
that certifies that our team supply and install your stairlift to the 
exacting standards required by Stannah.

Very few companies completely meet these requirements but we 
are committed to making sure that you receive the best possible 
service and that your stairlift is installed professionally with 
minimum fuss and disruption.

The Stannah Certificate of Excellence

stairlifts2u @Stannahdealer www.stairlifts2u.co.uk

”Thank you for your 
great service”

Mr White

”It has made my life so 
much easier. 

Thank you so much”
Mrs Eaton

Service & Repair
• Full Back-Up and 

Repair Service

• Stannah Trained Engineers
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Visit our showroom to view our huge range
of new Rise and Recliner Chairs

Large choice of fabrics 
in colours and patterns 
to suit all home styles

Sofas and Fireside Chairs
also available

We will assess you in store to ensure you choose 
the chair that is right for your own personal 
situation from a range of different sizes and 

options.

Please ask for details.

Free Local Delivery

Sherborne Chairs



Bathroom Conversions

We have a wide range of solutions to suit any requirement and can 
help you to enjoy the comfort of a long hot bath in one of our walk 
in baths or you can take a refreshing shower in one of our level 
access showers or wet rooms free from the worry of getting in and 
out or from slipping.

We will take care of all work so you don’t have to find other 
tradesmen. We will provide any grab rails, furniture and seats that 
may be required. If you don’t need a full conversion we will do our 
utmost to match up any existing tiling or panelling.

Why choose Affordable Mobility?
• Competitively priced with no hidden extra charges
• Personal design to meet all your mobility requirements
• Elegant yet practical and safe with discreet safety features
• Professional, experienced bathroom fitting teams
• All work carried out by our own team 
• Slip resistant flooring fitted
• Huge choice of products
• All work guaranteed

CALL

01200 444254
OR EMAIL
info@affordablemobility.co.uk

WE TAKE CARE OF EVERYTHING FROM START TO FINISH

Bathrooms & Wet Rooms
We believe your bathroom should be a place of rest and relaxation, 
but for less able users bathing and showering can be a difficult and 
frustrating experience.

We can provide you with a personal and elegant walk in bath or walk in 
shower solution to meet all your bathing needs. 

All our bathrooms, showers and wet rooms are  finished to a high 
standard with discreet safety aids to help you feel safe, independent and 
relaxed whilst bathing.

 www.affordablemobility.co.uk6



Bathroom

Raised Toilet Seats
A raised toilet seat with a large rear cut-out for 
conventional cleansing. Smooth contoured surface 
provides comfort and security. Two brackets allow easy 
attachment to the toilet.
VR222 2” Seat £20.00
VR222L 2” Seat with lid £21.95
VR223 4” Seat £21.95
VR223L 4” Seat with lid £24.95

Inflatable Waffle Cushion
This inflatable cushion gives additional comfort 
and support when bathing. Four sucker feet on the 
underside secure it to the bath. Size 43 x 43cm.
PR46053  £9.50 inc VAT 

Foot Cleaner with Pumice
The Foot Cleaner with Pumice is ideal for people who 
have limited mobility, enabling users to easily clean their 
feet without bending.
VM972  £9.50 inc VAT

Commode
A stylish commode that offers 
comfort and stability. The padded 
brown seat cover offers comfort 
for sitting and the commode pan is 
easily removed for cleaning. Height 
adjustable.
VR161 £45.00

Stay Put Shower and Bath Mat
The StayPut bath and shower mats are soft, 
comfortable, and free draining. The mats are combined 
with an anti-microbial additive and with added strong 
grip suckers. Easy to clean machine washable at 40°C 

and allow to dry naturally.
Bath Mat -43 x 90 £23.69
Shower Mat – 50 x 50 £18.69

Langham Bath Step
Unique modular designed bath step. For use when 
getting in and out of the bath and around the home. 
Slip-Resist textured surface with anti-slip feet. Supplied 
with 4x25mm sections.
LP/K40 £38.00

Padded Raised Toilet Seat
A soft cushion that attaches to the existing toilet seat 
to provide extra comfort and raise the effective seat 
height. The cushion attaches with hooks and loop straps 
and is easily cleaned. Width 360mm Length 410mm.
M66340 2” £19.16
M66352 4” £23.33

Grab Bar with Indicator
Portable grab bar ideal for use in bathrooms. Installs 
and is removable without tools or professional 
installation. Large, powerful suction cups provide an 
extremely strong hold on most surfaces. Release levers 
make installing and removing the suction cup grab bars 
quick and easy. Colour indicator shows “safe secure” 
suction or “re-affix” suction for optimised safety and 
security when in use.
RTL13083  £15.00

Long Handle Toe 
Washer
This long handled 
toe washer has an 
extra long bendable 
stem with an easy 
grip built up plastic 
handle It is ideal for 
those who struggle 
to bend down. It is a flat wire frame covered in a white 
towelling pad for washing between the toes. The 
long bendable handle makes this clever little product 
ideal for those who suffer from restricted or painful 
movement. Length 71 cm.
PR46049 £10.00

Lotion Applicator
With its extra long handle, the Lotion Applicator does 
the reaching for you whilst the 19 rolling balls in the 
applicator head enable you to apply lotion evenly 
without the need for stretching.
M77933 £18.29 inc VAT

tel: 01200 444 254 7



Bathroom

Waterproof Cast & Dressing 
Protectors
These comfortable waterproof 
protectors are easy to use and have a 
self-sealing band allowing them to be 
submerged. Simply slip over a cast 
or dressing on either the leg or arm 
to protect them whilst showering 
or bathing. The protectors are 
re-usable and will last for up to 
2 months with normal use. Not 

suitable for use with open or 
undressed wounds or when 

swimming. Latex free.

M60 Arm above Elbow £20.00
M70 Full Arm £21.50
M80 Leg above Knee £23.00
M100 Full Leg £25.00

Glideabout
The Wheeled, Height Adjustable Commode is 
comfortable and hygienic with chrome-plated finish 
and vinyl moulded, padded cushion seat and back, both 
welded to reduce bacterial build up.
N54411  £115.00

Round Shower Stool
Features a moulded plastic seat top, an aluminium, 
lightweight frame and rubber ferrule feet for increased 
grip and stability on damp or wet floors.
VB511AW  £28.00

Portable Bidet
This bidet has a soap dish at the front and fits inside 
most toilet bowls. Not suitable for use with raised toilet 
seats. Width 36cm, Length 40cm, Depth 12cm.
F18487  £18.85 inc VAT

Toilet Seat with Frame
Raises the height of 
the toilet and provides 
additional support to make 
getting on and off the toilet 
easier.

VR219     £45.00

Rotating Bath Seat
Enables you to sit and transfer into and out of the bath 
or to use an over bath shower, when it is not safe or 
easy for you to step in.
N72838  £100.00

Bath Seats
The Bath Seat is designed for you to sit on whilst 
bathing and avoids the need to sit right at the bottom 
of the bath, which can be unsafe for some people.
F23720 6” Bath Seat £26.00
F23732 8” Bath Seat £26.00
F24279 12” Bath Seat £26.00

Shower Seat with Drop Down Leg
The wall fixed Standard Shower Seat is height 
adjustable (in 25 mm increments) enabling it to be set 
at various heights to suit the user’s needs, while the 
shower seat itself can be folded away when not in use.
M00789 £89.00

Wall Mounted Shower Seat
Small projection of 95mm when folded up to suit small 
modern bath and shower rooms. Supplied with padded 
seat with drainage holes.
Height adjustable using ‘e’ clips.
M53552  £103.00

Shower Chair
Sturdy shower chairs 
curved to give comfort with 
drainage holes for excess 
water. These static chairs 
are adjustable in height and 
fitted with ferrules to reduce 
slipping. 
Colour: White. 
Maximum User Weight: 25 
stones

VB500 Static Shower Chair £50.00

Mobile Shower Chair
The Fixed Height Mobile Shower Chair offers great 
value and in-shower comfort. Avoiding the risk of falls 
and slips by providing you with a place to sit whilst you 
wash, this chair features a plastic moulded seat with 
drainage holes and four braked castors so that you can 
enjoy a mobile yet safe shower seat.

L99405  £75.00

 www.affordablemobility.co.uk8



Bathroom

Corner Shower Stool
Height Adjustable Corner 
Shower Stool features fine 
leg adjustment to maximize 
stability and safety, and a 
clip-on/clip-off seat for easy 
cleaning.
VB636 £40.00

Shower Bench
A high quality shower stool 
designed for heavy duty use. 
Adjustable in height and 
featuring sturdy, side handles 
to aid transfer.

VB635 £32.00

Prima Grab Rails
The Prima grab bars feature special soft grip mouldings 
around the bar to reduce the risk of slipping, even 
with wet soapy hands. The bars are strong, one-piece 
moulded plastic. Available in six sizes to suit any location.
PR60280 30cm Rail £14.50
PR60281 40cm Rail £16.00
PR60282 45cm Rail £17.50
PR60283 60cm Rail £22.50

Natural Grip Grab Rail
The Natural Grip Grab Rail has been ergonomically 
designed to give the best possible shape to fit the user’s 
hand and give greater confidence and comfort.
Manufactured in warm-to-touch polypropylene plastic 
with a stainless steel insert for added strength. 
Circular flange clips into place and covers the wall fixings. 
Suitable for internal and external use. 
No electrical earthing required. 
Available in white and in a range of sizes.
L31665  From £12.00

Rail With Drop Down Leg
Drop Down Rail features adjustable height leg and easy 
‘e’ clip adjustment. 
Simple fold up/fold down mechanism. 
Epoxy coated steel.

M48465  £45.00

Perching Stools
Comfortable padded seats, angled for 
easy resting in the bathroom, kitchen or 
where-ever. 
All are height adjustable. Also available 
with arms or arms and back

VG833  From £36.00
Perching Stool (Vinyl Seat)

Free Standing Toilet Frame
Adjustable height and width, plastic coated toilet 
surround with rigid double strut steel frame. 
Moulded plastic arm rests.

VR202 £35.00

Bath Pillow
Inflatable pillow that is covered in a white terry cloth 
for comfort. 
Suction feet on the back ensure it remains in the correct 
position. 
Width 21” Length 15 3/4”.

VM970B  £8.95 inc VAT

Step Stool
Step with handrail offers 
the user additional support 
when entering and exiting 
the bath. Plastic coated 
tubular steel frame with a 
slip-resistant rubber step. 
Step stool also available 
without handrail. Also 
suitable for use in the 
kitchen.
Platform: 410x300mm
Step Height: 260mm
Handrail Height: 1050mm
F19121 Without Hand Rail 
 £48.00
L64087 With Hand Rail 
 £72.00

Atlantis Long Bath Sponge
These lightweight sponges feature soft polyfoam 
attached to a plastic handle. These versatile sponges 
also can be used for a variety of household tasks. 
Handle can be shaped with a heat gun. All sponges 
measure 130mm (5”) in diameter.

PR45033 £3.99

tel: 01200 444 254 9



Bathroom

Slatted Bath Boards
Made with smooth, reinforced plastic slats the shower 
board provides a strong platform. 

Rubber pads under the slats help prevent the bath board 
slipping on the rim of the bath.

Available as narrow (4 slats) or wide (5/6 slats).

VR124 Bath Board 26” Narrow £24.00
VR124A Bath Board 26” Wide £32.00
VR125 Bath Board 27” Narrow £24.00
VR125A Bath Board 27” Wide £32.00
VR126 Bath Board 28” Narrow £24.00
VR126A Bath Board 28” Wide £32.00

Bellavita Bathlift

This ultra modern bathlift takes the Bellavita away 

from an austere and clinical look and is more in 

keeping with today’s requirements. Developed with 

the help of Nursing Professionals, it includes several 

excellent new features...

• The lightest bathlift on the market at only 9.3kg

• At 6cm the Bellavita is the lowest bathlift available

• Backrest reclines to a market leading 50°

• Reaches a record seat height of 48cm

• Lifetime guarantee on frame & motor

• Easy to install and operate

• User friendly charger

• Quick charge lithium battery technology

• Built in safety controls

• Lightweight, fully waterproof floating hand control

• Washable hygienic covers available in white, blue or grey

• Easy to dismantle for storage and transportation

• 4 quick release suckers with an option for an additional 
two for an anti-slip bath base

• Weight capacity - 22st (140kg)

• 2 yrs guarantee on battery/handset

Our price:  £299.00

 www.affordablemobility.co.uk10



Not just any Adjustable Beds, these are

Dual motor control gives 
independent adjustment for the 
upper and lower body.

Comprehensive Sherborne
5 Year Guarantee on all:
•	 Adjustable	Bed	Actions
•	 Adjustable	Bed	Frames
•	 Electric	Motors
•	 Electric	Handsets
•	 Electric	Transformers
•	 Electric	Control	Boxes
•	 Remaining	Electric	Parts

Sherborne Adjustable Beds
Sherborne	Adjustable	Beds	are	probably	the	strongest	
Adjustable	Beds	available	anywhere	and	are	backed	by	a	
personal	Sherborne	5	Year	Guarantee	with	a	weight	limit	
of	25	stone.
There	are	a	full	range	of	sizes	and	mattress	options	
available	and	all	Sherborne	mattresses	include	a	
generous	layer	of	pressure	relieving	memory	foam	over	a	
thicker	supportive	layer	of	reflex	foam.

British made for comfort, 
quality and reliability

Fully upholstered, sturdy
no-slat base and storage drawer

FIVE SIZES AVAILABLE Headboards available for all sizes

Sleek handset with backlight
and memory function.

Adjustable Beds

tel:	01200	444	254 11



Memory Foam Leg Pillow
The ergonomically-designed Memory Foam Leg Pillow 
can help to provide support to stiff or sore legs or 
painful knees.
VM936D    £13.00 inc VAT

Bed Wedge Cushion
The Bed Wedge Cushion has been designed to provide 
upright or reclining support and is ideal for use in a bed 
or flat surface.
VG884 £28.00 inc VAT

Bed Lever – Slatted Bed
The rail is designed for slatted beds to provide a stable 
support for users getting in and out of bed. Supplied 
with two easy to fit straps to hold securely in place.
M48192   £55.00

Beaumont Leg Rest 
Offering an economical leg rest option, the Beaumont Leg 
Rest has a flat surface and an easy-to-clean vinyl fabric.
VG818 no castors   £42.00 inc VAT
VG819 with castors   £45.00 inc VAT

Bed Lever – Divan Bed
The Bed Lever assists transfer into and out of one side 
of the bed, without affecting other occupants. The hand 
grip sits above the bed and can be adjusted in height 
to suit. The hand grip has been developed to MHRA 
guidelines. 
VY438 £45.00

Bedroom

 www.affordablemobility.co.uk12

Stander 30” Safety Bed Rail
This bed rail works well as a side rail to keep you from falling out of bed and as a support bar for 
getting in and out of bed.
The safety bed rail folds down and out of the way when it isn’t in use.
Attaches to any size home or hospital bed with included dual safety strap and at 23” high will 
accommodate taller pillow top mattresses.
The safety bed rail is a great home care product for anyone who has problems with falling out of bed.
Cannot be used on UK profiling beds 
PR60232 £104.99 



Back Rest - Adjustable
The adjustable back rest provides an excellent amount 
of back support at multiple angles and allows users to 
sit up in bed comfortably. 
L98229 £26.00

Adjustable Bed Cradle
The Fixed Height Aluminium Bed Cradle is a metal 
frame designed to keep bed covers away from the body.
VY441 £25.00

Chair Raiser Kit
Height Adjustable Chair Raisers for chairs with legs. 
Height adjustment is supplied by inserting blocks raising 
the chair by 50 mm, 75 mm or 100 mm. 

Maximum user weight 500 kg (78 stone) including 
furniture.
VG824M £28.00

Bed Rope Ladder
The ladder rungs assist with sitting up in bed by the 
user pulling themselves up in bed. Secured in position 
by cords tied around the bed legs. Suitable for single 
or double beds. Length 3 metres.
F30098   £16.25

Mattress Tilter 
The Mattress Tilter is used under the mattress at the 
bottom of the bed to relieve the symptoms of swollen 
ankles, varicose veins or lower back pain. It can be 
used under the mattress at the top of the bed to relieve 
respiratory problems. 
Size 460 x 630 x 130 > 20mm
SP14030 £49.00

V-Shaped Back Support Pillow
Supremely comfortable and provides excellent shoulder 
and neck support whilst relaxing either in bed or the 
chair. 
• Comfy fibre filling
• Fitted pillowcase available
• Size: 85 (span) x 60 (H) cm 

SP14222  V Pillow £26.99
SP14223  V Pillowcase only £13.49

Bedroom

tel: 01200 444 254 13

Bed Raiser
Designed to raise beds with legs (no castors).
 Two sets of linked moulded blocks are adjustable in 
height using the inserts supplied. 
Height raise 21/2” to 41/2” (65 to 120mm).

Max Load: 476kg (75st)
LP/NLP129 £45.00

Multi-Purpose Raisers
Raise the height of chairs, beds and other furniture with 
this flexible range of components. 
The Leg Supports (Main Unit) are linked with a spreader 
bar using bolt and wing nuts. 4 clips-ons raise the unit 
by 1 inch. 

VG830 Raisers (Full Set) £55.00
VG830D Spreader Bar £3.00
VG830B Clip-ons (set of 4) £5.00



Basketweave Commode Chair

The Derby Basketweave Commode is a convenient commode that also 
doubles as a stylish, attractive, wood framed armchair. 

It features woven fabric upholstery and is finished in white and gold.

It has high sides that offer the user support when getting into and out 
of the chair. 

The removeable padded seat is flame retardant and the chair has a 
concealed plastic commode pot with handle that is easy to remove 
and clean.

5504/OA £225.00

Parnell Premium Bed Rail
The Parnell bed rail is ideal to help get in or out of bed. 
Designed for use with electrically adjustable beds plus 
other beds including, divans, pine, steel or wooden 
frame beds. 
Frame Length 31”, Width 16”. 
Rail Height 31”, Width 11”.
M85589   £244.00

Bedroom
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Over Bed and Chair Table

Height adjustable table for use over your bed, 
or chair.

Suitable for divan beds or armchairs.

Provides a stable and smooth surface to eat, 
work or enjoy activities from.

Table top can be angled up to 450 to suit your 
requirements.

M01278  without castors £38.50
M15691  with castors £42.00



MINIMO

Compact and transportable design that folds in 
seconds in one simple movement. 

Strong and lightweight aluminium frame with 
lightweight lithium battery. 

Use eight up to 18 stone (115kg).

tel: 01200 444 254 15

Scooters and Powerchairs

Pride Jazzy Air 2 Elevating Power 
Chair

At the touch of a switch, the Jazzy Air 2 elevates in 
just 11 seconds. With a sleek, modern look, this power 
chair safely drives at speeds up to 4 mph while 
elevated. 

With Mid-Wheel Drive and Active-TracSuspension, 
the Jazzy Air 2 offers enhanced performance and 
stability both indoors and out. 

Freedom Chair A08L

High quality folding powered wheelchair. 

The compact design, combined with a lightweight aluminium frame, makes them easy to 
transport. 

Easily folded in just seconds with minimum storage space required. 
Only 28.5 kg in total.
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Scooters and Powerchairs

Invacare TDX-SP2

TDX SP2 comes equipped with excellent features, 
durability and ultimate performance. 

Excellent manoeuvrability – indoors and out, with a wide 
choice of seating for optimum comfort and support. 

This makes it an exceptional chair ideal for individuals 
who need full functionality, but do not want to 
compromise on style.  

FREE NO 
OBLIGATION 

POWER 
WHEELCHAIR 

ASSESSMENTS IN 
YOUR HOME.

Aviva RX

Aviva RX from Invacare is designed around 3 key 
elements; design, technology and performance to 
provide an everyday mobility solution. 

Its clean, modern base provides a fresh look to rear 
wheel drive powerchairs. 

With a compact base just 560mm wide, the RX20 is 
extremely manoeuvrable, with a tight turning radius 
ideal for small spaces and everyday mobility.

Pride i-Go

The i-Go features advanced folding 
technology enabling it to be quickly 
transported with ease. 

The i-Go features front suspension, 
durable seating system, under-seat 
storage, and much more. 

Designed to fit inside any small 
space, the i-Go excels on flat 
surfaces making it ideal for indoor 
use. Weight 21kg.



PRIDE Ranger 

Ideal for tackling off-road conditions as well as 
rough tracks
Designed for the most adventurous user
Perfect for long trips and all day use

• Easy to read, LCD display

• Extremely durable and robust

• Large pneumatic tyres provide a smooth ride

• All round suspension enhances comfort

• Fully adjustable Captain’s seat

• Flip away armrests allow for easy access

• Full lighting package offers maximum
 visibility even in low light conditions

• Maximum range: Up to 30 miles

• Maximum speed: 8 mph (13 km/h) 

• Maximum user weight: 159 kgs (25 stone)

tel: 01200 444 254 17

Scooters and Powerchairs

TGA Breeze 4S

Class 3, 8mph Scooter. 

Go anywhere top of the range ability. Large powerful motor. 

Full suspension all round. 

Up to 31 stone capacity. 

Class leading comfort with built in durability.



See page 18 
for a range of 
practical Scooter 
Accessories.

Invacare - Leo
Mid range 4mph scooter. 2 year warranty. Compact design with comfort in mind.

NEVER Beaten 
on Price!!!

Please check in-store for 

latest prices & offers.

Pride Apex Lite
Features 8” Alloy style wheels, detachable frame design and a comfortable folding 
seat. The perfect travel partner, helping you get where you need to go.

Apex Spirit plus
The eye catching Pride Apex Spirit Plus is a 6.25 mph scooter, which features a unique 
driving style. It benefits from exceptional design and standard features such as high 
back seat, enhanced lighting and control system.

 www.affordablemobility.co.uk18

Scooters and Powerchairs

Elite Traveller Sport
23 stone capacity. Larger 9” wheels giving more ground clearance. 18ah batteries. 
Puncture proof tyres. Red or Blue. Easy to dismantle for transportation.



Deluxe Scooter Bag with Crutch 
Pocket
High quality padded bag with zipped pockets and side 
pouch to hold crutches or walking sticks. 

Fits most standard mobility scooters. 
Size 400 x 450 x 140mm.

VA134SS £48.45

Scooter Bag
A sturdy and practical bag with zip top which secures 
to the scooter seat with adjustable straps. 
Large zipped top closure for ease of use. 

Fits most standard mobility scooters. 
Bag size: 440 x 360 x 150mm.

VA134ST £31.55

Control Panel Cover
This wrap around control panel cover prevents rain from 
getting into your scooter controls.

The cover is a universal fit for most styles of scooters 
and the elasticated edges fit snugly around the handles. 
A simple but effective solution.

PR34006 £12.50

Scooter Storage Cover

The scooter storage cover is a lightweight elasticated 
cover that slips over your scooter. It is fully waterproof 
and the seams are sealed so that water does not get 
through. 

Fits most three and four wheeled scooters.

PR34004 £53.00

Splash Scooter Cape

The scooter cape is a highly practical garment that covers you and your scooter.
The soft clear panel at the front allows oncoming cars and pedestrians to see your 
lights, whilst you can see your control panel instruments.
Velcro slots at the side also allow wing mirrors to sit outside the garment, ensuring 
you have maximum visibility.
A full length heavy duty side zip opens to the bottom of the cape so that you can 
place it over the scooter and step in.
Reflective strips at the side and the rear ensure that you can be seen at night from 
all angles.

Available in two sizes, medium and large

PR34003 £53.24

tel: 01200 444 254 19

Scooter Accessories



Karma Ergo 115 - Transit
The S-Ergo System, (intelligent s-shaped ergonomic seating) provides efficient pressure 
relief by spreading weight over a greater area, at the same time provides stabilisation 
and reduced sliding.
Features
• Patented ‘S’ Shaped seating system
• Detachable pads treated with Aegis Microbe Shield
• Outrigged armrests to minimise overall width
• Wider ergonomic armpads
• Wide footplates with flatter angle
• Swing in/out detachable footrest hangers
• Ultra lightweight frame
KM-1510 £430

Karma Ergo 115 – Self Propel
The Ergo 115 is packed full of innovative features including; slowing brakes, quick release 
wheels, detachable upholstery and the patented Ergo seating. The Ergo 115 has been 
crash tested and has a maximum user weight of 18 stones (115kg).

Available in seat sizes 16 x 17”, 18 x 17” and 20 x 17”.
KM-1510 £430

Karma Ergo Lite 2 - Transit
Features
• S-Ergo system provides pressure relief, stabilisation and inhibits sliding
• AEGIS Microbe Shield permanently bonded antimicrobial barrier
• Upholstery protects you from odour, staining and deterioration from bacteria, fungus 

and other micro-organisms
• Swing in/out detachable footrest hangers
• Foldable backrest and frame for effortless storage and transport
• Desk-length padded armrests
• Sturdy design
• Comfortable & durable upholstery
KM-2512 F14 £435

Karma Ergo Lite 2 – Self Propel
The KM-2512 is an ultra light wheelchair which weighs from just 8.7kg complete and 
breaks down to only 6kg.
It is a durable, lightweight wheelchair which comes with Karma’s patented S-Ergo 
seating system for greater comfort. The S-Ergo seat helps redistribute pressure and also 
helps stop the user sliding down the seat.
The removable swing in/out footrest hangers are convenient to use and allow the 
wheelchair to collapse into a compact package. The maximum user weight is 15st 10.5lb 
(100kg).

Available in seat sizes 16 x 17” and 18 x 17”.
KM-2512 F14 £485

Please ask about current offers on our wheelchair range

Wheelchairs
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Karma Ergo Lite – Transit
The Ergo Lite weighs just 8.3kg (18lbs) complete and has recently been successfully 
crash tested. We believe that this is the lightest crash tested wheelchair available on the 
market and a great addition to our range of lightweight wheelchairs. It has the same 
Aegis microbe shield and shaped seat as the rest of the Ergo range.
Features
• Ultra light frame from 8.3kg (18lbs)
• S-Ergo system provides pressure relief and reduces sliding
• Aegis microbe shield permanently bonded antimicrobial barrier
• Half folding back rest for easy transportation
• Fixed armrest and footrest hangers
• Folding frame
• Comfortable & durable upholstery
Available in seat sizes 16 x 17” and 18 x 17”.
KM-2501 £380

Karma Sparrow – Transit
Sparrow transit wheelchair is a lightweight, easy to manoeuvre wheelchair. Weighing 
just 11.7kg when complete, it’s easy to pick up when travelling or storing and it folds 
into a neat little package when you need it to. This wheelchair can take up to 100kg in 
user weight with features includes puncture proof tyres and slowing brakes. Buyers will 
receive a two year warranty on the frame so you can be sure of its quality.
Features
• Lightweight from 11.7kg
• Maximum user weight 100kgs
• Folding frame/back
• Puncture proof tyres
• Slowing brakes
SM-150F14 F14 £235

Karma i-Lite – Transit
The i-Lite is a stylish occasional use wheelchair which is practical and light. It folds 
down quickly into an easy to store or transport package and weighs just 11kg (9kg 
without the footrests). Max user weight: 115kg (18 stone).

i-Lite £145

Karma Robin – Transit
This robust lightweight wheelchair has a roomy padded seat. The aluminium frame 
has a system of cross braces and linking bars which give the Robin its strength. It is 
light to lift from only 12.2kg (27lbs) complete and from only 8.9kg (19lbs) without the 
detachable parts. This makes it one of the lightest crash tested wheelchairs on the 
market.
Features
• Lightweight durable design
• Seat widths 16” or 18”
• Quick release rear wheels
• Lightweight design 12.3kg (27lbs) complete
• From 8.9kg (20lbs) without footrest hangers and wheels
KM 1510 F14 £315

We will not be beaten on price!

Wheelchairs
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Wheelchair Poncho
Weather protection from unexpected showers for you and your wheelchair. Universal 
sizing with zip closure and a drawstring hood for a snug fit. Made from lightweight stay 
dry waterproof fabric and can be machine washed at low temperature (30°)

VR127C  £32.60 (£27.17)

Splash Wheelchair Cosy
The Wheelchair Cosy is waterproof and the smart fur lining retains heat, keeping you 
warm whatever the weather. The full length heavy duty zip allows easy access and the 
cord pull means that you can zip yourself in without having to bend down to the very 
bottom of the garment. A tough foot panel prevents scuffing around the base. 
Available in medium and large.
PR34021  £49.99 (£41.66)

Wheelchair Powerpack

The Twin Wheel Duo Powerpack attaches to any wheelchair in literally seconds. Once fitted you will 
never need to push the chair again. Simply walk behind with your thumb on the control and let the 
Powerpack do all the work for you.  

The Duo is fitted as standard with a reverse function, operated by a simple switch on the hand 
control, allowing that extra versatility and functionality. 

No more struggling up hills, ramps or uneven ground; just press the lever and enjoy the effortless 
transportation the Powerpack provides. The duo add on power unit is the most technically advanced 
carer controlled wheelchair power pack on the market. 

With speeds up to 4mph with up to 18 stone on board and a range of up to 10 miles per charge, there 
is more than enough capacity for most days out. 

• Incredibly easy to fit 
• So easy to use and simple to remove 
• Designed and made in the UK 
• Tens of thousands sold world wide 
• Two year parts & labour warranty 
• The fully automatic charger simply plugs in to the sealed and maintenance free battery at the end 
of the day ready for the next day out. This standard Powerpack comes with everything you need to 
get out and about.

Wheelchair Accessories
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Lap Straps
Style 1 is mainly for use with 
wheelchairs while Style 2 is 
mainly for use with scooters 
but can also be used with 
wheelchairs. 
Both use a snap-lok fastener.
The total length of the LS - 1 
strap is 56”, LS - 2 strap is 64”.
These are not seat belts and 
must not be used on vehicles 
travelling in excess of 8mph.

LS-1 Style 1 £12.00
LS-2 Style 2 £12.00

Wheelchair Fleece Topped Cushions
The polyester pile on the upper and front of this 
cushion offers superb comfort. The cover is zipped so it 
can be removed for washing.
EFC16 16 x 16” £26.00

Wheelchair Cushions
These canvas cushions have a Velcro loop sewn to the 
underside to match most modern wheelchairs and are 
available various sizes.
CC16-2 16x16x2 £22.00
CC16-3 16x16x3 £22.00
CC18-2 16x18x2 £24.00
CC18-3 16x18x3 £24.00

Wheelchair Crutch Bag
The Wheelchair Crutch Bag has been specially 
designed to fit neatly onto the rear of most standard 
wheelchairs and provides a generous, zipped storage 
space. There is a sturdy carry handle on the top of the 
bag, fixed loops on either side, which easily slip over 
the handles on the wheelchair, and adjustable straps 
with buckles for flexible fastening options.
VA132SS £24.42

Splash Wheelchair Bag
This strong durable bag is ideal for most wheelchairs. 
It has one main compartment, a small zipped front 
pocket and two side net pockets ideal for a drinks 
bottle. 
There is a reflective strip for safety.

PR34053 Size: 43 x 43 x 10cm £17.74

Wheelchair Seat & Back Cover - Fleece
These 100% Pure New Wool seat covers are warm and 
comfortable and are mainly used on a wheelchair, but 
can be used on a scooter or other type of seat or chair. 
They have the ability to absorb perspiration, thus 
preventing the skin from becoming ‘clammy’.
PR20138 Size: 91 x 41cm £22.00

Revara Sports Indoor Gloves - 
Orange

Glove designed for use indoors.

All sizes £16.00

Revara Sports Leather Winter 
Gloves - Black

Glove designed for use indoor.

All sizes £24.00

Wheelchair Accessories
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Buckingham Walking Frame Caddy
Lightweight and stylish, this caddy is for use with a 
wheeled walking frame. It’s ideal for carrying a variety 
of daily living aids safely. Comes with tray and cup 
carrier. Maximum carrying weight 2kg.
AA8389 £35.00

Walking Frame Netbag
String nylon bag, that clips to any walking frame for 
shopping or other item requirements.
VP179N £8.00

Leg Lifter
Avoid bending down to lift the leg, or if you don’t have 
the strength to hold onto clothing to raise the leg, this 
can be overcome using the simple Leg-Lifter.
Length: 82cm.
VM949 £11.00

Transfer Boards

Enables people with good upper limb 
strength and sitting balance to slide 
from one seated position to another.

F20421 Straight Board (Size: 24 x 8”) 
£24.00
F20998 Curved Board (Size: 28 x 9”) 
£39.00

4 Wheel Walker

This 4 wheeled walker has 15cm solid wheels 
with swivel front castors for manoeuvrability 
and incorporates a padded seat with 
removable backrest and supplied with 
shopping bag. 
Height adjustable easy to grip ergonomic 
handles. Maximum 
User Weight 120kg.

R728 £85.00

3 Wheel Walker

A lightweight aluminium frame with 
adjustable height handles. Comfortable 
ergonomic hand grips with lockable loop 
brakes and 20cm solid wheels.
Supplied with black vinyl bag.
Maximum User Weight 127kg.

TW008 £75.00

Mobility
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Handy Bar
The Handy Bar fits the majority of vehicles with the U” 
shaped striker. The Handy Bar also incorporates a Seat 
Belt Cutter and Glass Breaker to help leave a vehicle 
quickly and easily in the event of an accident.
PR40013 £29.00

Adjustable Aluminium
Walking Sticks
A strong, lightweight support stick which 
is height adjustable.
Maximum user weight 127kgs (20st).

SMM500 Combi
635mm – 1067mm £12.00

Adjustable Aluminium 
Fischer Sticks
A unique, biometrically shaped handle 
designed to evenly spread the pressure 
across the palm of the hand. Useful for 
arthritics or those with poor grip. Available 
in Left or Right Hand.
Maximum user weight 127kgs (20st).

SMM535
Left/Right Hand £12.00

Adjustable Forearm Walker
An Ergonomically designed gutter pad to ensure better 
comfort with 6 Adjustment Positions for Legs allowing 
more flexible height adjustment with low handle rake 
giving increased user comfort.
SMM016 Small With Wheels £95.00

Walking Frames
A Lightweight Aluminium 
Walking Frame with a wide 
base for maximum stability 
and features soft grip handles 
and height adjustable legs. It is 
available in several size (height) 
options and can be supplied 
with or without wheels. 
180 kg (28 stone) Weight Limit.

SMM001 
£35.00

Adjustable Elbow 
Crutches
High strength, lightweight adjustable 
elbow crutches with soft-touch, 
comfortable handles.
SMM500 £25.00 pair

Hi-Riser Folding Frame
This lightweight folding frame is designed to help the 
user rise from a seated position. May also be reversed 
and used as a toilet surround rail.

Height adjustable 81.2 to 91.4cm. Width 59.7cm.

WA003 £73.92

Mobility
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Quad Stick
Adjustable Quad Stick has four feet that give a wider, 
more stable base. A swan neck handle makes the 
Adjustable Small Based Quad Stick comfortable to hold 
and use.

L29324 £20.00

Access Ramps
Please call to enquire about our 
range of access ramps.

Topro Troja 2G
The Troja 2G Rollator is designed to be lightweight and 
practical. The Four wheeled rollator can be used both 
indoor and outdoor, folding away easily making it ideal 
for users who travel by car, train, bus or aeroplane.

Offering excellent support, the rollator also has a built 
in bell to attract the attention of people close by if help 
is required. While an ergonomically built handle allows 
the user to pull themselves to a standing position. A 
comfortable seat and storage bag, makes shopping 
even easier. The 4 wheeled rollator is height adjustable 
and is available in a medium or smaller size.

2G £265.00

Topro Troja Classic
This exceptionally elegant, well designed and practical, 
lightweight rollator is produced to the highest of 
standards, and has a host of features designed to make 
its use a real joy for the user. Pull the cord on the seat 
and the rollator folds together horizontally. Stands 
securely on its wheels when folded and takes little 
space and is very practical to transport and safe to use.

814750 £235.00

Topro Olympos Rollator
Specifically designed for outdoor use this Rollator is 
extremely robust and hardwearing and comes equipped 
with large tyres that ensure a comfortable drive on 
rough terrain whilst its from is made from heavy duty 
materials to ensure it can withstand all types of weather.
It is fitted with easy to operate and efficient loop 
handled cable brakes, which allow the user to stop 
quickly, safely and in a controlled manner, when needed. 
The rollator also boasts height adjustable handles that 
can be easily adjusted to suit the individual needs of a 
user to provide utmost support. Using only one hand, 
the Topro Olympos Rollator can be folded up into a 
highly compact size ready for storage or transportation

12295 £285.00

Mobility
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Walking Stick Wrist Straps
These wrist straps offers exceptional value for money 
and are suitable for use with all sticks. The elasticated 
hoop allows easy and secure fitting.
AA8243 £2.75

Walking Stick Ferrules

A range of rubber ferrules suitable 
for use on a variety of crutches, 
walking sticks and walking frames 
are available in store.

Prices from £1.80 each

Walking Sticks
Visit our store to view a whole range of walking sticks suitable for all occasions. 
We have folding sticks, wooden sticks, aluminium sticks plus many accessories.

From
£10

Walking Stick Light
This Walking Stick Light is extremely useful for a wide 
range of situations. Fits walking stick diameters between 
22mm and 26mm approx. Measures: 4cm x 5.5cm.
WR13 £4.95

Reflective Cane 
Holder
An easy to use clip on cane 
holder with reflective orange 
folding rest. 

Suitable for 19-22mm shafts 
which covers the majority of 
straight and folding walking 
sticks.

WR15  £9.95

Walking Sticks
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Diane - Womens Slippers
Olivia Cosyfeet slippers are a simple adjustable slip-on 
slipper. They open wide so swollen feet can easily enter 
the slipper and they are seam free for extra comfort and 
softness for sensitive toes and feet. 
Machine washed at 40 degrees.

• Slips on and off a swollen foot without fuss
• Opens wide to fit even very swollen feet
• Wear them indoors and out!
• Seam-free softness for sensitive feet and toes
• Extra Roomy EEEEE+ fitting
• Available in sizes 3 to 9
• No half sizes available

Various Colours  From £30.83

Rowan - Mens Slippers
Designed for exceptional swelling or heavy bandaging, 
Rowan is ideal when nothing else fits. Supple as a 
slipper but supportive as a shoe, it’s surprisingly neat on 
the foot. It’s very adjustable with an extra low opening 
so it’s easy to put on and has super-light soles so you’ll 
hardly know you’re wearing them.

• Ideal for exceptionally swollen or bandaged feet
• Supportive and robust enough to wear outside
• Very lightweight
• Very adjustable and easy to fasten
• Available in sizes 5 to 13
• No half sizes available

Various Colours From £54.17

Elise - Womens Slippers
The Eliza slipper range offers the most support around 
the ankles. It has a secure Velcro fastening system 
and the fabric gives so aids people with swollen feet, 
bunions and hammer toes. They are machine washable 
at 30 degrees and can be worn outside as well as 
indoors.

• Gives firm, secure fitting
• Fabric stretches gently to accommodate extra 

swelling
• Secure touch-fastening can be adjusted to fit each 

foot individually
• Machine washable at 40° 

(Pink Check to be washed at 30°)
• Extra Roomy EEEEE+ fitting
• Available in sizes 3 to 9 - No half sizes available

Various Colours From £32.50

Holly - Womens Slippers
With a seam free toe area the Helen slipper by Cosyfeet 
is spacious and snug and is perfect for those with 
sensitive feet. They are machine washable at 30 degrees 
and can be worn outside as well as indoors.

• Seam-free toe area
• Secure touch-fastening for flexible fit
• Fabric ‘gives’ to accommodate swollen feet, bunions 

or hammer toes
• Wear them indoors and out!
• Machine washable at 40° 

(Pink Check to be washed at 30°)
• Extra Roomy EEEEE+ fitting
• Available in sizes 3 to 9 - No half sizes available

Various Colours From £30.83

Reggie - Mens Slippers
This is a snug, seam-free slipper with plenty of support 
for swollen feet. It’s made from a luxury warm fabric 
that’s soft to the touch and looks very smart.

• Luxury warm fabric
• Seam-free for sensitive feet
• Touch-fastening offers a flexible fit for swollen feet
• Wear them indoors and out!
• Machine washable
• Available in sizes 6 to 13 - No half sizes available

Various Colours From £37.50

Jade

Plum

Wine

Brown Brown Navy Wine

Grey 
Tartan

Charcoal

Green 
Tartan

Navy

Beige/LilacNavy/PinkNavy
Pink Burgundy Blue Wine Plum

Pink Wine Blue Plum Jade

Navy

Navy

Black Navy Brown

Black Leather

Sally - Womens Slippers
If you suffer with hot feet these are your perfect choice 
with their cool cotton linings. These lovely feminine 
slipper shoes are completely seam free making them 
ideal for sensitive feet and toes.

• Easy to get on a swollen foot, simply pre-adjust the 
touch fastening strap to fit

• Help to keep feet cool
• Wear them indoors and out!
• Seam-free softness for sensitive feet and toes
• Machine washable
• Extra Roomy EEEEE+ fitting
• Available in sizes 3 to 9
• No half sizes available

Various Colours From £32.50

Slippers
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Plate Surround
This flexible guard can be fitted to ordinary plates 
to assist with one handed eating. Microwave and 
dishwasher safe. Plate size 7 1/2” to 10” external 
diameter.

PR65071 £4.71

Anti Slip Jar Opener
Jar and Bottle opener has been designed to help those 
with a weakened grip, or limited dexterity. 
To open jars and bottles of various sizes, this opener 
has a soft, shaped rubber trim along the inside, to help 
provide a strong tight grip on the item to be opened. 
Simply place the top to be opened against the nearest 
size grip and twist.

PR61651  £5.40

Scoop Dish
Low front and high back are ideal for persons with 
limited motor co-ordination or the use of only one hand. 
Not recommended for microwave use. Colour may vary.

PR65006 £10.50

Dinner Bibs
These bibs measure 460mm (18”) wide x 890mm (35”) long, 
with a poly/cotton front and a waterproof backing. 
The neck of these bibs open and close with velcro fastenings. 
Tartan style but colours may vary. 
Machine washable.

PR65645  £14.39

Jug Kettle Tipper
Designed specifically for the use with jug kettles, 
this sturdy wire tipper makes it safe and easy to 
pour water. 
Hold your kettle securely in a cradle and pivots 
gently to pour with the need to lift. 

Not suitable for cordless kettles.

PR60072     £20.16

Uccello Kettle
The Uccello Kettle is a safe and 
elegant assistive technology that 
makes handling boiling water safely 
seem effortless.
The circular shape of the Uccello 
Kettle, moves around the body of 
water to assist the flow of the pour, 
so you don t have to lift, strain, 
balance or aim.
The one touch hinged lid, requires 
the lightest of touches to tap open 
or close.
The vessel sits comfortably within 
a sturdy base that has the added 
safety of non slip feet for further 
stability of pour.
The black and white contrast design 
of the Kettle helps individuals 
with dementia and low visibility 
differentiate the important parts of 
the Kettle, including the easy touch 
lid button. This elegant feature is also 
a safety feature.

1.5 litre (6 cup) capacity.

PR60106 £49.99 inc VAT

Kitchen and Dining
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Dycem Bottle Opener
A handy sized bottle opener which twists to open lids. 
The non-slip, vice like grip to ensures a good seal when 
closing bottles.
H83596 £4.99

Wing Handled Cup
The large wing handles allow this beaker to be gripped 
in a comfortable position making it ideal for anyone 
with limited grip. The beakers are dishwasher safe but 
the lids should be washed in warm water only.
PR65032 £8.09

Feeding Cup – 8mm Spout
A clear stackable plastic beaker, designed for easy 
gripping which has a vented lid with drinking spout. 
Each cup is supplied with two lids.
PR65033 £8.09

Kennedy Cup
This spill proof cup has easy to grip handles and is 
suitable for right or left handed persons. The lid screws 
on tightly and accepts any standard disposable straw. 
The cup holds 200ml liquid. Dishwasher safe 80°C.
RTL3516 £11.75

Sure Grip Mug
This feeding cup is designed using grooves in the cup 
ensure a better grip. The unique lid enables flow control 
and prevents spills if the cup is tipped over. The mug 
has a spout angled to facilitate easy use and a measure 
guide on the outside. Microwave and dishwasher safe.
PR65571  £8.99 inc VAT

Two Handled Mug
Each mug has two handles to assist control, and is 
supplied with two lids, one for anti-spill and one with 
a drinking spout. The mug is dishwasher safe, but not 
the lid. 
Capacity 250ml. Weight 110g. 
Each pack contains 1 mug and 2 lids (1 x spout and 1 x 
anti spill).
PR65123  £5.99

Handy Cup
The rim of the HANDYCUP is angled so that a person 
can drink without tipping their head back to drain the 
glass. 
It can be tipped beyond the point where a normal cup 
would hit the bridge of your nose. 
The cup is transparent so that the level of the contents 
is always visible. 
The cup has large handles so that the person can fit 
their hand inside for better grip or can hold handles. 
The large base helps to prevent tipping. 
Designed for people with a poor grip, limited neck 
movement, a bed patient, or a person in a wheelchair 
with a head-rest. 

Household dishwasher and microwave safe. 
Holds 200ml. Includes lid.

PR65646   £14.50

Hand Steady Drinking Aid
The handle of the HANDSTEADY drinking aid rotates 
so that that the cup self-levels using gravity; tilts easily 
by pivoting with your mouth, thumb or other hand; 
removes the need to twist your wrist, raise your elbow 
or lean your head back as far; and keeps steady despite 
tremor (such as with the handle upside down or at 90 
degrees where tremor can be less). It’s light weight, 
looks normal, shatterproof and has a large handle for 
4 fingers. 
Dishwasher proof, autoclave safe and microwave safe. 
Includes discreet fitted lid with a drink and straw hole.
PR65680  £14.99

Kitchen and Dining 
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Auto Can Opener
With a sleek and modern design, this powerful Auto 
Can Opener makes light work of opening cans thanks to 
its cleverly designed mechanism.
Opening cans in one smooth movement, it removes the 
need for any manual turning, making it ideal for anyone 
with reduced hand movement. Battery operated, it can 
be used anywhere in your kitchen or even when you’re 
camping. This invaluable kitchen aid is small enough to 
fit into your kitchen drawer when not in use.
M10929 £19.50

Kings Nelson Knife
A stainless steel knife designed for one handed eating. 
The knife blade can be used with a rocker action and 
the pronged end used as a fork. Handle length 100mm.
F17689 £15.75

Knife and Fork Knork Combination
The Knork™ slices through food with a rocking motion 
which is facilitated by a finger platform on both sides of 
the handle. As it is symmetrical it can be used by both 
left and right handed users.
PR65654 £16.25

Amefa Angled Cutlery
The knife has a straight built up handle with angled 
blade that allows cutting with a rocker action. The 
forks and spoons have curved built up handles that 
are comfortable to grip and available left or right. 
Dishwasher safe.
PR65668 Amefa Angled Knife £13.79
PR65669/L Amefa Left Fork £9.79
PR65669/R Amefa Right Fork £9.79
PR65670/L Amefa Left Spoon £9.79
PR65670/R Amefa Right Spoon £9.70

Good Grips Cutlery
Ensuring mealtimes are enjoyable again, Good Grips® 
Cutlery are made from stainless steel and have latex 
free rubber handles that are cushioned to make them 
easier to hold. Featuring a special twist in the shaft, 
the fork and spoon can be adjusted to any angle that 
makes eating easier for you. Dishwasher safe.
PR65591 Good Grips Fork £11.99
PR65592 Good Grips Knife £11.99
PR65595 Good Grips Spoon £11.99

Easi Grip Contoured Handle Knives
Lightweight, ergonomic Kitchen Knives has been 
designed to assist those with a weak grip. With a thick, 
easy-to-hold handle, the knives feature the green, non-
slip ‘soft feel’ grip, making it easier to use even when 
your hands are wet or greasy. The handle is angled to 
keep your wrist in a natural position and prevents strain. 
Each knife has a stainless steel blade and protective 
cover. Dishwasher safe. Latex-free.
N05459 Bread Knife £12.75
N05461 Carving Knife £12.75
N05473 General Purpose Knife £12.75

N05473

N05461

N05459

Can Key / J-Popper
Practical and patented opener for all cans with a ring 
pull opening device. 
Place the tip of the Can Key under the ring and pull the 
handle. In that way the lid is removed safely and without 
trouble. 
At the same time and due to the controlled pulling you 
can avoid the contents of the can spilling out. 
The Can Key is made from high density plastic in 
an elegant design. It has no removable parts, and is 
extremely durable. 

Dishwasher proof.
PR60037  £6.20

Kitchen and Dining
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Walker Trolley
Height adjustable walking trolley aid for use within the 
home. 
Clip on plastic shelves with a lip around the edge to 
prevent items sliding off. 
Has locking hand brakes for extra safety. 

W: 23” D: 22” 
Height: 29 3/4” - 35 3/4”.

109 £130.45

Two Tier Trolley
An adjustable height steel trolley with 
two removable plastic trays. 
Features angled handles to improve 
grip and stability.
SMH001 £48.00

Jar Pop Key
Patented and design awarded jar opener that 
fits all traditional preserving jars. 
The Jar Pop Key is placed against the lid 
of the jar, and with a slight lift, the vacuum 
is released, and the lid can now be easily 
unscrewed. 
The Jar Pop Key is made out of high density 
plastic in an elegant design. 
Jar Pop Key has no sharp edges or points, no 
removable parts, and is extremely durable. 

Dishwasher proof.
PR60035  £6.00     

Tenura Grip
Tenura anti slip cutlery grips are a set of 2 grips designed to fit virtually any dining utensils, 
and a lot of other household items too, such as pencils, pens, toothbrushes and more. 
The soft, silicone handle is large in size and textured to help enhance grip for the user. 
The large grip will help ease pressure on joints, allowing daily tasks to be performed 
without discomfort or pain. 
Tenura cutlery grips are fully washable and long lasting, perfect for use in domestic, care 
and clinical environments to help maintain an independent lifestyle.
PR65675   £17.99 inc VAT

Kitchen and Dining 
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Large Pill Dispenser with Flip Lids
Large dispenser to enable a selection of pills to be 
added to each daily compartment. 
The large letters are helpful for users with poor sight. 
Each day has a flip top lid. 
280mm x 50mm x 30mm.
PR61433  £2.80

Poppet Pill 
Remover
An ingenious device that 
removes pills from their 
blister pack and collects 
them in its handle.
The pill can then be easily 
put in an organizer or taken 
immediately.
M77919 £4.50

Ultra Pill Spltter
The Ultra Pill Splitter includes a blade guard for added 
safety while the ergonomic design easily cuts pills in half 
for those with difficulty swallowing pills or for proper 
dosage.
The Ultra Pill Splitter can be used to cut medication 
doses in half or is useful for those who have difficulty 
swallowing pills. 
The ergonomic over mould design includes finger 
grooves, and the Blade Guard creates a safe cutting 
environment. 
The unique V-shape design grips pills for an accurate cut 
making this a premium medication splitting device
PR61510  £7.89 inc VAT

Pill Box Reminder
Don’t forget to take your pills.
This great little timer is pocket size or
can be worn around your neck and pre set to sound when
you are due to take your medication.
• Pocket size pill box with neck cord 
• Audible alarm and flashing light indicate when medication is due
• Real time display 
• Count down timer up to 19 hours 
• Count up timer to 19 minutes 59 seconds 
• Uses 1 x 1.5v Button cell battery (Included).
PR61433  £14.89 inc VAT

Weekly Multi Dose Pill Box
Suitable for up to four times daily medication for one week or for four 
weeks once daily. 
The box has the weekdays and morning, noon, evening and night printed. 
Medication record label included. 
Colour may vary.
PR61431  £10.19 inc VAT

Medication Aids
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Male Urinal
Moulded from clear plastic, featuring a handle it has a 
snap on cap to prevent splashing. 
Capacity: 1 litre.
L99209 £6.00 inc VAT

Female Urinal
Featuring a handle for ease of use its been anatomically 
designed to enable use when standing, sitting or lying. 
Capacity: 1 litre.
VR268 £6.00 inc VAT

Slipper Pan
A portable toileting solution for use in bed. Lightweight 
and easily cleaned.
M20121 £11.99 inc VAT

Slipper Pan with Lid
A portable toileting solution for use in bed. Lightweight 
and easily cleaned it also has a lid for extra privacy.
M35884 £17.99 inc VAT

Bed Pan
This practical bed pan can be easily emptied after use 
and stored under the bed. Capacity 1 litre.
M66297 £11.50 inc VAT

Folding Bottom Wiper
A folding bottom wiper with a moulded plastic head 
with serrations to grip the paper. Folds into three for 
storage. Used from the front. Length 265mm.
Weight 80g.
AA2652 £16.25

Kozee Washable Bed Pads 
Available in a lilac colour these bed pads are made to 
very high standards. They are a generous size offering 
maximum coverage and have a capacity which is 
sufficient for most circumstances.
Single Deluxebed
Absorbency 3 litre - Size 35” x 35” (89cm x 89cm) £19.00
Double Deluxebed
Absorbency 4 litre - Size 54” x 35” (137cm x 89cm) £24.00

Disposable Bed Pads
Age Co Bed Pads contain Virgin Fluff Pulp, which is 
a material designed to hold volumes of liquid that far 
exceed its own weight. 
The high level of quality and absorbency of these 
products give the user ultimate protection.
60 x 60cm 
30 Pack. 

MABP010                     £10.99

Vinyl Non-Sterile Gloves
Made from PVC plastisol, these gloves reduce potential 
dust contamination, infection and keep you clean and 
dry. Suitable for a range of medical, laboratory and food 
applications, these gloves feature a strong beaded cuff 
and are highly durable. Sold in packs of 100.
Tested to AQL 1.5.

TK0581 £4.60 inc VAT

Dritech 100 Waterproof Mattress 
Protector
100% waterproof and flame retardant mattress cover. 
Can be cleaned using any detergent or germicidal 
cleaner and will not harden or crack.

Y1B Single 75 x 36 x 7” £15.08
S6 Double 75 x 54 x 6” £19.00
S8 King Size 75 x 60 x 7” £23.00
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Kylie Washable Bed Protector
The Kylie offers protection against incontinence for 
mattresses whilst keeping the user dry and comfortable. 
Fabric wings tuck underneath the mattress to hold in 
place. Absorbency 3 litres. Size: 91 x 91cm.

PR52221/3 £33.58

Vida Washable Chair Pads
Lightweight machine washable and reusable chair pad 
contains five layers that absorb and lock liquid inside.
Four colours available. Size: 52x60cm.

PR52250/BL Blue £12.00
PR52250/BR Brown £12.00
PR52250/PK Pink £12.00
PR52250/WN Brown £12.00

Incontinence Products
Please enquire about our range of incontinence products.

Sock & Stocking Aid
A handy aid that helps the user put on socks reducing 
the need to bend. Can be used with the majority of 
socks and stockings.

VM944  £9.99

Waterproof Duvet Protector
Made from 100% cotton pile terry with polyurethane 
back, these breathable, highly durable waterproof duvet 
protectors feature a zipped fastening for ease of use. 
Slightly absorbent to help regulate body temperature, 
and will not rustle when movement is made. Machine 
washable up to 500C.
Dimensions: Single 914 x 1905 x 228mm. Double: 1905 x 
1370 x 225mm.

M92843 Single £40.42
M92855 Double £50.68

Long Handled
Brush and Comb

Ergonomically designed
personal care products
featuring anti-slip handles. 

These products are designed to provide maximum reach 
with minimum effort. The carefully designed handle fits 
snugly in the hand to stay in place when in use.
 
PR45014 Comb £15.08 inc VAT
PR45014 Brush £16.16 inc VAT
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Long Handled Shoe Horn
A long handled plastic shoehorn gives excellent reach 
for those struggling to bend. It also has a hanging loop 
attached to the handle. Length 17”.
VM952 £3.20

Solon Police Approved Keysafe
The Police Approved Keyguard XL is the ultimate in Key 
Safe security. Police Approved for Indoor and Outdoor 
use, it has been attack-tested to the highest level. 

Over 4000 code combinations are available via the anti-
manipulation 12 push button keypad. The unit comes 
with a weather resistant cover and can be installed 
quickly and easily. 
Weight: 2kg.

Dimensions:-
External: H160 W95 D56mm Internal: H70 W50 D20mm

HA00711 £75.00

Fluted Plastic Grab Rails
A range of plastic grab rails with grooves along the 
length of the rail which provide extra grip, especially for 
wet hands. Diameter of the tube handle is 1 1/2”.
VY425 12” £6.75
VY426 18” £8.50
VY427 24” £10.00

Prima Outdoor Grab Rail – 45cm
The Prima Outdoor Grab Rail has been designed to 
assist in entering and exiting the home. The bar blends 
into its surroundings and gives superior grip and 
strength.
6537 £18.00

Chrome Grab Rails
These chrome plated steel rails are durable and 
practical. They have a patterned, indented grip to help 
prevent slipping. The tubing is 25mm in diameter and 
they stand off from the wall by 38mm.
GR12C – 12” Rail £14.50
GR18C– 18” Rail £17.00

Metal Grab Rails
These flat ended grab rails, feature a 25 mm bar, and are 
simple to install with two fixing points on each flange. 
Rounded ends mean no sharp corners.
VY394 – 12” Rail £5.00
VY395 – 18” Rail £6.00

PR55000 Black – 2 Pairs £5.89 inc VAT
PR55022 Brown - 2 Pairs £5.89 inc VAT

Shoe Laces
These look like normal shoe 
laces with crimped ends, but 
are elasticated and effectively 
convert lace-up shoes into 
slip-on shoes, for those who 
have trouble reaching or tying 
shoe laces.

Household
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Sock and Stocking Aid
The Sock and Stocking Dressing Aid makes putting on 
socks and stockings easy, with a nylon lining to ensure 
the foot slides easily through the garment.
VM944 £9.99

Dressing Stick
This wooden stick with rubber tip at one end, and 
special double wire hook at the other, is used to pull 
on or push off garments that cannot be reached easily. 
Length 520mm.
AA4680 £8.71

Pen Gripper
These soft PVC holders simply fit over normal sized 
pens and pencils to make them easier to grip and 
control writing. Pack of 3.
AA7200SY £3.90

Easigrip Scissors
Extremely lightweight with plastic handles and stainless 
steel blades. Automatically reopens the scissors when 
pressure is released as they require only a gentle 
squeeze to operate. Blade length 7.5cm.
AA6716 £13.75 inc VAT

Newell Post 
Grab Rail
Especially designed to be 
fitted around corners, giving 
the user additional support. 
Ideal for use on staircases 
or in the bathroom, the rails 
are available in left or right 
hand versions. 
Length: 700mm  Dia: 25mm.

M83714 £11.25
M83726 £11.25

Easigrip Chiropodist Scissors
These scissors have strong surgical steel cutting blades. 
The large handle is ideal for those who find it difficult or 
painful to grip. Overall Length 200mm.
PR63006 £14.10

Button Hooks with Zip Pull
The Plastic Handle Button Hook/Zipper has a loop hook 
at one end for securing buttons and a C hook at the 
other for fastening zips.

VM941  £6.50

Magnifiers with Neck Cord
This magnifier hangs from a neck cord with the base 
resting against the body. The 4” lens is ideal for close 
work as it has a central high magnification (x3) area. 
Also available as an Illuminated Magnifier which 
requires 3 x AAA batteries (not included).
M76722 Standard £14.50
L97093 Illuminated £25.00

Bed and Chair 
Table
Attractive, laminated top 
table that can be fully 
adjusted to use over a bed 
or a chair.
Comes with a reversible 
side table for right or left 
hand use. 
Fitted with four locking 
castors.

W: 72-122cm
D: 49cm 
H: 70-90cm
RMA5710 
£125.00 inc VAT

Household
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Crosshead Tap Turners
These strong moulded turners simply hook over the 
top of an X type tap, to make it easy to turn. They are 
supplied as a Red and Blue pair for hot and cold taps.
AA6200Y £6.25

Key Turner
Ideal for people who have a problem handling small 
door keys, the Key Turner holds up to 3 Yale type keys, 
which fold away for compact storage.
VM932A £5.50

Classic Reacher
The Classic Reacher is used for easy retrieval of items dropped to the floor with gripcert jaws and includes a magnet in 
the tip. 66cm.
HA6000 £11.00

Handy Reacher
Handy Reachers are an affordable personal aid designed to help the user to easily reach and grab light items.
VM901  £8.25

Helping Hands - Handigrip Reachers
Handigrip reachers are made with a precision rotating head which allows you to get to those awkward spaces, soft jaws  
allow for easy pick up. Length 32”
HA8220  £14.50

Derby Tap Turners
Fits crosshead and crystal taps, making them easier 
to turn. Hard Wearing - Easily fitted and providing 
outstanding grip with no tools required. Modern Design 
- An innovative design to make the operation of taps 
easier. An internal rubber coating ensures an effective 
grip with smooth operation and with protection for the 
tap. 
The Derby Tap Turners are sold in packs of two, one 
cold (blue handle) and one hot (red handle). The width 
capacity for the tap turner is 60mm diameter.
PR45564  £28.29 inc VAT

Compression Stocking Aid
A clever dressing aid that helps to take the strain out of 
putting on a pair of socks, stockings or tights, and can 
also be used with compression hosiery. The Sock Helper 
consists of a sturdy frame with a durable smooth epoxy 
coating over which the sock or other garment is first 
stretched. The high handles on each side of the Sock 
Helper, reducing the need for bending, can then be used 
to raise the helper up, drawing on the sock or stocking 
as it goes.

VM947 £28.95

Great Grips
Ideal for arthritis sufferers or those with limited hand 
strength, Great Grips make it easy to grip and turn 
awkward doorknobs. Easy to fit over an existing handle 
with glow in the dark inserts as standard ensuring they 
remain visible in low light conditions. The Great Grips 
are an inexpensive alternative to replacing door handles 
or knobs. 

Supplied as a pack of two.

PR60098  £18.49

Household
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Long Handled Dustpan & Brush
A plastic dustpan and brush with 35” long handle to 
avoid bending down to sweep up, clips together for 
storage.
PR60064 £25.19 inc VAT

High Vision Reading Lamps
These specially designed lamps use near daylight bulbs 
allowing you to read and concentrate for longer, helping 
to relieve eye-strain and headaches. The flexible arm 
adjusts the angle and ensures the light always shines at 
the right height and from the right direction. Supplied 
with 27w near daylight low flicker bulb that is energy 
efficient and lasts up to 8000 hours.
M76734 Floor Lamp £83.90
M76771 Table Lamp £58.25

Aluminium Half Steps
Ideal for users with limited mobility who struggle with 
doorway thresholds. Designed to fit  standard UK 
external  doorways and is adjustable in height from 
101-146mm.
VA146W  £157.49

Phone Easy Telephone
A big button telephone with large, clear buttons and 
a flashing indicator light when receiving incoming 
calls. This telephone has 3 speed-dial numbers and 10 
two touch memory buttons. It also benefits from an 
easily adjustable receiver volume and is hearing aid 
compatible.
M28958 £38.75

PhotoPhone 100
The PhotoPhone100 can be used for picture memory 
dialling or standard numerical dialling. The big button 
phone has adjustable receiving volume (up to 30dB) 
and adjustable tone control (up to 10dB) as well as a 
visual ring indicator. It features a hands free speaker-
phone, three one-touch memory buttons and eight 
photo ID memory buttons (the pictures can be 
customised or replaced).
M76459 £64.00

Plug Tugs
The Plug Tugs are a simple yet handy aid for removing electrical plugs. They 
are simple to fit over the plug, and provide a finger sling that enables greater 
leverage to be applied when removing from the socket. People with finger or 
grip strength issues will therefore find them useful. A range of stickers and a 
marker pen are included to help the user organise and label different plugs
Each pack contains 10 Plug Tugs.
PR60076   £9.99 inc VAT

Household
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Harley Pressure-Tex Cushion
The design of the Pressure Tex Cushion makes this a 
firm favourite. Geometrically contoured into sections 
which operate independently allowing maximum weight 
distribution. 

Supplied with a Dartex waterproof VP Cover.
SP44234 Various sizes £45.00

Harley Proform Coccyx Cushion
Manufactured from high grade nodular foam with 
coccyx cut out allowing air to circulate freely. Ideal for 
a variety for situations, whether to elevate an easy chair 
or in a wheelchair. Supplied with luxury suedette cover 
as standard.

SP44366 43 x 43 x 8cm £28.50

Harley 2-Way Support Cushion
Nodular foam on one side or if you prefer a flat cushion, 
flip it over for the 2-way option. Special cut out allows 
the tail bone to virtually ‘float in mid air’ ensuring 
ultimate comfort and relief. Tartan cover also supplied.

Size: Seat 16 x 14 x 2” Back 16 x 14 x 2”
SP44175  £29.16

Original Ring Cushion
Constructed from moulded polyurethane foam. 
Provides relief to endangered areas when sitting for 

longer periods.
Size: 44cm diameter x 8cm deep
SP44837  £38.99 inc VAT

Nodular Ring 
Cushion
Certain conditions can make 
sitting a painful experience 
so the nodular shaped 
polyurethane foam allows air to 
circulate freely taking pressure 
away from endangered areas 

Tartan cover provided as 
standard. 

SP44289 £31.99 inc VAT

Harley Luxury V Cushion
The construction of this cushion assists in the reduction 
of pressure to the user’s vulnerable bodily points, whilst 
providing stability and shock absorption. Helps with 
reduction and prevention of pressure sores and ulcers.
SP45913 46 x 46 x 8cm £62.00

Harley Back Soother
A faux sheepskin cushion which literally wraps round 
and supports the back. Cosy fibre filling ensures 
comfort and support and tartan cover supplied 

as standard.
SP44085  Size: 51x27cm  £24.49 inc VAT

Designer Economy V Cushion
A base of high resilient polyurethane foam provides 
stability and support, whilst a bonded upper layer of 
visco elastic memory foam provides the comfort and 
pressure relief required. The memory foam conforms to 
the user’s body, providing continuous and even pressure 
distribution. Supplied with Harley Dartex waterproof / 
VP cover. Suitable for patients up to medium risk (with 

appropriate nursing care). Available to order.

Various Sizes  From £34.00

Back Care & Pressure Relief
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Harley D-Shaped Rolls
Harley ‘D’ type rolls are ideal on a flat backed seat, 
perhaps a car or office chair. Ideal for use in the home, 
office or car. Easily portable - take yours with you 
wherever you go.
SP24016 - 4” Roll £18.99 inc VAT
SP24007 - 5” Roll £18.99 inc VAT

Original and Designer Back Support
Sculptured to hold the lumbar spine in the correct 
position, while the shaped sides offer lateral support. 
The Designer is moulded from Visco elastic memory 
foam offering gentle support as it conforms to your 
shape. 
Size: 40x38cm
SP24005 Original £39.99
SP24078 Designer  £47.99

Original and Designer Car/Low Back 
Support
Super slim moulded product giving gentle lumbar 
support - Ideal in the car or in an office chair - Moulded 
Visco elastic foam for comfort and relief.
Size: 30x21cm
SP24018 Original  £35.99
SP24081 Designer  £42.99

Pressure Relief Ring Cushion
This donut-shaped Pressure Relief Ring Cushion in 
memory foam reduces the pressure when sitting and 
has a washable cushion cover provided as standard.

VM934A  £22.00 inc VAT

Designer Lumbar D Shaped Roll
Memory foam allows movement and variation ensuring 
even greater comfort and relief. Ideal on any
‘flat back’ chair.
Size: 30x13x6cm
SP24082  £32.50 inc VAT

Harley Proform Standard Cushion
Nodular foam cushion offering additional comfort and 
pressure relief. Supplied with luxury suedette cover 
as standard.

SP44365 43 x 43 x 8cm £28.50

Swivel Cushion
A soft, padded, flexible turning disc ideal for use on car 
seats, chairs and beds. The Soft Transfer Seat allows a 
smooth swivel transfer without painful jarring 

or twisting.
PR41021  £19.99

Harley 11° Coccyx Wedge Cushion
Tilts the pelvis to the optimum 11° keeping the spine in 
its natural position. Significantly decreases pain in the 
lower back and legs.

Size: 14 x 14 x 4”
SP24050 11° Wedge £25.50 inc VAT

Harley 80 Coccyx Wedge
Tilts the pelvis to 8 degrees keeping the spine in its 
natural position. Significantly reduces pain in the lower 
back and legs. Available with a coccyx cut out.

SP26919 8° Wedge  £25.50 inc VAT

Back Care & Pressure Relief
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NEO-G Hinged Open Knee Brace
The Neo G VCS® hinged knee support offers a high 
level of protection and is suitable for unstable medial/
lateral ligaments, cartilage damage and rehabilitation 
after cruciate ligament injuries.
Universal size.

PR79057 £47.99 inc VAT

Norco Shoulder Pulley
Use the Over Door Exercise Pulleys to help improve 
range of motion and coordination.
PR15057/WA £20.99 inc VAT

Shoulder / Arm Sling
This shoulder sling can be used for broken wrist, upper 
arm and forearm, with its universal design the sling 
can be adjusted to fit all. A one-piece sling with Velcro 
closure and stabilising buckle.
PR/UPS £6.89 inc VAT

Gel Therapy Balls
Colour coded to provide variable resistance training for 
hands, fingers and forearms. Pleasant to touch, they 
return back to their original shape after each squeeze. 
All prices include VAT.
PR15220/P Pink  Extra Soft £4.25
PR15220/BL Blue Soft £4.25
PR15220/G Green Medium £4.25
PR15220/O  Orange Firm £4.25
PR15220/BK Black Extra Firm £4.25

Neo-G Wrist Support
A simple wrist wrap designed to provide support and 
comfort to strained and sprained wrists. Use of the 
device assists in the treatment and prevention of injury 
when extra compressive support and therapeutic heat 
retention is required. Universal size.
PR79050 £15.99 inc VAT

NEO-G Ankle Support
Designed to provide basic ankle protection, support 
and compression. It is suitable for sprains and strains as 
well as arthritic and ligament pain or other inversion / 
eversion injuries.
Universal size.

PR79053 £19.99 inc VAT

Spiky Massage Balls
These Spiky Massage Balls are designed to stimulate 
the blood circulation, and massage muscles and relieve 
tension. These robust therapeutic balls provide a 
multidimensional product of excellent value.
PR15086  £6.39 inc VAT

Health & Leisure
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Fleece Heel Protector
Washable wool pile pads that attach to the heel 
with hook and loop straps to provide comfort and to 
minimise shearing tissue. Supplied as a pair.

PR55034 £28.95 inc VAT

Talking Big Digit Watch
A stylish digital watch with oversize LCD digital display. 
The clear voice announcement of time and date assists 
the visually impaired. Uses 1 x CR2016 lithium battery 
(included).
PR70163 £17.83

Talking Alarm Clock
Press the large top button and this quartz analogue 
clock will speak the time. The clear clock face and 
talking function assists the visually impaired. Voice 
announcement of time, temperature and alarm and 
hourly time announcement optional - Uses 2 x AA 
batteries (not included).
PR70073 £18.66

Elbow Protectors
These offer protection for your elbows, perfect for those 
prone to scuffing and sores. Made from pure new wool 
fleece. Universal size. Wash by hand. Do not tumble dry.
Supplied in pairs.

PR55034  £26.99

Pedal Exerciser with Digital Display
This pedal exerciser comes with a digital display. 
Displays time, reps, calories burned or scan through all 
three. Resistance knob allows increased difficulty as 
strength increases.
09 120 4684 £41.80 inc VAT

Pedal Exerciser
An upper and lower body exerciser in one.
Excellent for gentle exercise at home.

Has adjustable resistance knob and non-slip feet.
09 112 5335 £37.10 inc VAT

Neo-G Angora & Wool Waist/
Back Warmer & Support

The Angora & Wool Waist Warmer & Support 
is designed with naturally insulating material 
which helps to retain heat in the lumbar region 
to keep muscles and joints warm. It helps 
gently support the back/waist area to help 
with an injured, weak or arthritic back. Offering 
mild and comfortable support during sporting 
or occupational activities.

PR79070 £22.95 inc VAT

Neo-G Thumb Brace
The Neo-G VCS® thumb brace is a simple wrap 
designed to provide support and comfort to the thumb 
and allows free mobility of the fingers, help prevents 
carpal tunnel syndrome and supports weak or injured 
wrists. Use of devise assists in the treatment and 
prevention of injury when extra compressive support 
and therapeutic heat retention is required.
Universal size.

PR79063 £20.00 inc VAT

Health & Leisure
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Extensive Showroom

With our Head Office in the beautiful Ribble Valley, Affordable Mobility are an independent 
company specialising in the supply of a wide range of mobility products including Stannah 
Stairlifts, Mobility Scooters, Powerchairs and Rise and Recliner chairs of which we have an 
extensive range on display in our Clitheroe Showroom.

Stannah Stairlift Specialist

Affordable Mobility are proud to be an approved independent supplier and installer of Stannah 
Stairlifts. We have our own dedicated team of factory trained engineers who can make your 
Stannah Stairlift installation trouble free.

First Class Customer Service

We pride ourselves on taking the time to understand the needs of our customers, providing 
sound, professional and friendly advice, ensuring that we are able to find the correct Stannah 
Stairlift, mobility scooter or wheelchair to suit your budget and all your needs.

For more information on any of our products please contact us at any time. 

Call us today  -  01200 444 254
email: info@affordablemobility.co.uk
www.affordablemobility.co.uk

Affordable Mobility
Stairlifts2u

Open 6 Days a Week

Approved Supplier

4.9 / 5.0

213 Customer Reviews

T       T       T       T       T

STAIRLIFT SPECIALTS

We are here
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